
   Newsletter Spring 2015     

Apologies to those who have lain awake at nights in anticipation of receiving a 4253 New 
Year Newsletter, the first few months of 2015 have been frantic with developments! 

Side Tanks. Our main preoccupation in the first few months of 2015 has been the building of the 
left hand side tank, which appears to have gone well. Despite some tricky aspects in the 
construction, the previous experience of building the right hand tank has paid dividends, with the 
riveting team achieving a record 511 rivets in one day. Almost up to Swindon standards!  
Unfortunately, Mothering Sunday dealt a blow to this progress, when key members of the 
riveting team who were able to fit inside the tank found themselves confined to barracks on 
domestic duties, resulting in not one single rivet being offered up all day! Mothers = 1 : 4253 = 0 

         

Neil White considers his chances of escape from the inside of the tank once riveting is complete, 
while the irrepressible David Dee is still up for it regardless of a lack of diet. Perhaps his family 

might notice if we eventually riveted him in? 

         

Fresh from his recent hip replacement operation, founder shareholder Dick Beckett appears keen 
to view progress on the tank. Being the obliging chap that he is, Dick enthusiastically offered to 
show us his operation scar but we tactfully declined on the grounds of being too busy with jobs. 
The expertise of our team was pressed into action to help rivet the boiler of the pannier tank 1638, 
which is urgently required back into service on the railway for the summer season. On reflection, 
we were not sure if it was our riveting skills that were in demand or the fact that some members 
of the team have the ability to get themselves into places where most of us won’t fit?  



 

 

 

 

 

Unlike Swindon Works in 1917, there is no 
overhead crane or heavy machines to help in our 
workshop. Progress is always a result of team 
work and the need to lower and raise the half built 
tank requires as many hands as possible. After 
riveting the underneath of the tank, it has to be 
stood up again for the fitting of baffles and back 
sheets. The team seem to be having some 
difficulty identifying which hands are not pulling 
their weight ! 

	  
Preparation before riveting is also about team work.  
Here members of the Tuesday team bolt parts of the 
tank together in an order ahead of the Sunday 
riveting team assembling for action. Something 
appears to be wrong here as these members seem to 
be enjoying themselves? 

	  Forgemaster Martin Chudley works tirelessly 
over a hot forge supplying rivets to an impatient 
team. No pressure there then.  
 
Burnt fingers and an aching back go with the job. 
Mrs. Chudley may have often wondered why 
Martin doesn’t want to cook at home, now the 
secret is out. 

 
Dave Hazledine tries his hand at 
riveting the rear of the tank while 
Stuart Phillips attempts to squeeze into 
the back section in order to hold up the 
rivets from the inside.  



The Boiler House is the most obvious development of early 2015. We are immensely proud of 
our temporary structure. Despite the many rumours there was no formal black tie dinner dance 
opening. Not a tuxedo in sight, just overalls as the new structure was quietly pressed into service 
to start the dismantling of the boiler when spare time and labour is available.  

           

 

    

At present, the boiler is not top priority for working parties, however dismantling has gained pace 
with dozens of rivets and the palm stays removed. There has been plenty of work for volunteers. 
Below: Adam Rose takes a rest from removing tube ends from the firebox tube plate, while David 
Maidman joins the ranks of the many volunteers who have relentlessly ground off the rivet heads.  

               

               

Henry’s newly built stove has been a big 
success. The thermal efficiency of the stove is 
so great that it requires many volunteers to 
disrobe before working (not always a pretty 
sight). Serious consideration is being given to 
the early production of tomatoes and 
coquettes! Despite the snug and homely 
appearance, we have no plans to rent out our 
Boiler House for holiday home experiences, at 
least not quite yet.  



   The Frames have not seen much attention by volunteers over the winter months. (Probably 
something to do with the attraction of a centrally heated boiler house?) One important 
development has been the reinstatement of the leading left hand horn guide, this broke on 
removal earlier last year, when the crack on the frame above the horn was welded, as can be seen 
below.  

                    

The horn was repaired by a firm of specialist welders, and installed by Dave and Matt Stubbs. 
This brings us yet one more step closer to getting the wheels under the engine.  

 

 

 

Also we have experienced some difficulty with our supplier of the bronze liners. As a result we 
have needed to get some liners cast ourselves, all of which takes more time. We are pleased to 
say that this hiccup in the critical path of re-wheeling is now fast being resolved and so we are 
back on track (no pun intended!) 

Other Developments 

While side tanks and boiler work appear to take centre stage, there are many other activities being 
carried out at the same time, a few appear below. After all, we have two containers full of parts, 
all awaiting some TLC. 

 
The machining of the axle boxes continues.  
 
This is proving a lengthy task, partly 
because it is essential that only one person 
(Henry) can be responsible for all the 
calculations and machining required. 



 

 

 

     

The box of nuts is not everyone’s choice of sweets, but Colin Edwards has pressed into service 
his lathe at home to manufacture vital connectors required for the miles of lubrication pipework. 
Before you ask, there are over seventy nuts, which have taken him an average of eight minutes 
each to produce. Right: More examples of Colin’s handiwork are the bolts for the pony truck.    

On a project the size of 4253 there are so many bits and 
jobs to be done, and so it is always possible to find a 
project of your own. Recently, Kevin Blakeston has made it 
his mission every Tuesday to recondition the front boiler 
ring. Affectionately known as “Kevin’s Ring Piece”, this 
job is coming on well. 

	  

“You can have any part of your engine painted 
what ever colour you like, so long as its black”! 
This has been the mantra championed by Paul 
Hayes who has recently blazed a trail in the 
painting department.  
Fortunately there are literally  hundreds of parts to 
be painted black before we encounter the vexed 
question of what livery to turn out the engine 
when completed.	  

 
Kevin Jones makes a start on the piston valves. 
Once the wheels are under the engine, the motion 
can be put up. The valve heads need to be parted 
from their spindles, which won’t happen easily. 
Some heat and a lot of persuasion will be 
necessary. 



    

The above are just a few examples of achievements over the winter months. Many people have 
made their own contributions to progressing the engine. All of which cannot be done without 
your generous shareholder support and for which we are sincerely thankful. 

The AGM in January broke all records with over one hundred shareholders fighting for a space 
in The Buffet at Tenterden Station. While this turnout might be considered good for a cold 
winter’s afternoon, few shareholders would quite admit to why they were attending. The fate of 
the wallet busting prizes in the Grand Draw or the oratory of our beloved Chairman? What did 
stir great interest was your Directors attempt to lay out the steps of our strategic plan to convert 
the pile of bits we call 4253 into the finished locomotive. In the three years we have been 
restoring 4253 we have raised nearly £1/4 million, which is why we can boast about having most 
of the important parts. However we still need to raise a lot more funds to complete the project.  

SALES STAND. Short of selling shares at gunpoint, (we did explore this idea!) we need to 
expand our commercial activities even further to raise additional revenue. To this end we will 
soon be announcing a list of venues where we propose taking the sales stand over the summer, 
and we will be appealing to shareholders for a few hours help to convert products and tombola 
prizes into useful cash. Hopefully it’s a couple of hours of fun and an excuse for a day out to 
somewhere different. It goes to show that you can get actively involved in locomotive restoration 
without getting your hands dirty! 

BOOT FAIRS. We also intend making regular appearances at the Rolvenden Boot Fairs, these 
takes place once a fortnight from May to October. This is easy cash for us as the venue is literally 
across the road from Rolvenden Works. Last year we found this fundraiser very lucrative but it all 
depends upon help and available stock of saleable boot fair items. So, if you have any household 
bits surplus to requirement please drop them into Rolvenden, or if you can offer a couple of hours 
on an occasional Sunday please email gwr4253@gmail.com 

BEER . A new beer to celebrate the start of the boiler overhaul has just been launched. “Boiler 
Brew” is a light summer beer is available now and won’t disappoint. Email Charlie on 
fog49@live.co.uk to order. All proceeds to the boiler fund. Your chance to drink the boiler back 
together ! 

Best wishes 

Your Directors 4253 Locomotive Company Ltd. 

Left: Some of the machining has been 
outsourced commercially, such as these 
excellent spring adjusters by Playfoot 
Engineering at Bodiam 


